
300x250

Animated Banner

Full Scrolling ISI  (continued)

:00-:10 seconds 
Graphic and type scrolls up from bottom of frame 
and fixes in place.

:11-:18 seconds 
First frame text fades out; new copy slides in from 
bottom of frame and fixes into place next to graphic.

:19-:21 seconds 
Graphic and type scroll out of the top of the frame 
as the logo and message slide in from the bottom 
and fix into place.

:25-:27 seconds 
Previous frame text fades out and new text fades in 
below fixed logo.

:27-:30 seconds 
Logo and text fade out and scroll out of top of 
frame as footnote copy scrolls in from the bottom, 
and these next two frames will start to scroll at the 
27th second. They will continue to scroll past the 
30th second point till the material has run through. 
And there will be a bar at the right for a user to go 
back on the blue content on these two frames.

:22-:24 seconds 
Previous frame text fades out and new text fades in 
below fixed logo.



160x600

Full Scrolling ISI

Animated Banner

 (continued)

:00-:10 seconds 
Graphic and type scrolls up 
from bottom of frame and 
fixes in place.

:11-:18 seconds 
First frame text fades out; 
graphic shifts up slightly as 
new copy slides in from 
bottom of frame and fixes 
into place.

:19-:21 seconds 
Graphic and type scroll out of 
the top of the frame as the 
logo and message slide in 
from the bottom and fix into 
place.

:25-:27 seconds 
Previous frame text fades out 
and new text fades in below 
fixed logo.

:27-:30 seconds 
Logo and text fade out and scroll 
out of top of frame as footnote copy 
scrolls in from the bottom, and these 
next two frames will start to scroll at 
the 27th second. They will continue 
to scroll past the 30th second point 
till the material has run through. And 
there will be a bar at the right for a 
user to go back on the blue content 
on these two frames.

 (continued)

:22-:24 seconds 
Previous frame text fades out 
and new text fades in below 
fixed logo.



Full Scrolling ISIAnimated Banner (continued)

:00-:10 seconds 
Graphic and type scrolls up from bottom 
of frame and fixes in place.

:11-:18 seconds 
First frame text scrolls out top of frame; 
new copy slides in from bottom of frame 
and fixes into place next to graphic.

:19-:21 seconds 
Graphic and type scroll out of the top of 
the frame as the logo and message slide in 
from the bottom and fix into place.

:27-:30 seconds 
Logo and text scroll out of top of frame as 
footnote copy scrolls in from the bottom, 
and these next four frames will start to 
scroll/slide left to right at the 27th second. 
They will continue to scroll past the 30th 
second point till the material has run 
through. And there will be a bar at the right 
for a user to go back on the blue content 
on these four frames.

:25-:27 seconds 
Previous frame text scrolls out of the top of 
the frame and new text scrolls in from bottom 
and fixes in place next to logo.

:22-:24 seconds 
Previous frame text scrolls out of the top of 
the frame and new text scrolls in from 
bottom and fixes in place next to logo.

728x90




